ARCHBISHOP'S HOUSE,
WESTMINSTER,
S.W.       March 17, 1884

My dear Child

I well remember the effect
of Southey's Boscar on my own
mind fifty years ago: absurd
words at its effecton you.
I am not saying that you have
to go through it, for I believe,
you will soon see that it may
all be said equally of Christ's
sacrifices, and that it is
no way touches either Christianity
or the Catholic Faith. I mean,
deeds
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I have, therefore, collected as much
Point that the Church is not a
men, but a divine creation
one you say in your Book,

"The Church is the Holy Ghost
the Holy Ghost in Church!

After reading all the other
supplications, I have some four together by
Sacrifice taken and read the
New Testament of the first
Chapter of the Book

I present you, "The Lord's Prayer"
As the Holy Ghost
The Church here never had
very close in the times
of its members. This idea
the light which falls upon
all the corners of the
earth, but is now taught by
it,
dread over my last lecture,
again.
The Church is the Body of
and that
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a blessing here in heaven and inhabited by Him Holy One the Illuminator and Satisfier of mankind.

How can this be affected by the sufferings of men?

Read the 1st., 2nd., or 3rd. chapter to the Epistles.

No, I mean you to see that I write as clearly as I do other I will receive you not my flocks you belong Lord always in here and you will always go the with you. Always yours affectionate

H. E. C.